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A curation of positive economic related news in the vibrant Poulsbo area

Popup stores part of holiday shopping season
Written by Terri Gleich/Kitsap Peninsula Business Journal
. . . The answer turned out to be pop-ups, the now-you-see-them, now-youdon’t stores that open for a season and then disappear. Popular nationally
since the 1990s, the concept is being embraced by several Kitsap
entrepreneurs to expand their markets with minimal investment or risk . .
.continue reading
Fish Park’s hidden gem
Written by Peter O’Cain/North Kitsap Herald
With the exception of a small salmon mural along the sidewalk, the Lindvig
Way bridge is about as ordinary as any other bridge—a gray mix of asphalt,
concrete and guard rails. The understory of the bridge, however, is far from
ordinary. Poulsbo muralist Jim Mayo is using the walls beneath the bridge as
a canvas for . . .continue reading
Crowdfunding workshop offered for entrepreneurs
Written by Kitsap Peninsula Business Journal
Washington State University Extension and the Kitsap Economic
Development Alliance have partnered for Global Entrepreneur Week to bring
Gregory Paley to Bremerton on Nov. 16 to give a workshop on crowdfunding,
an online method for raising capital, promoting products and services, and
attracting new customers. . .continue reading
High school program offers taste of restaurant business
Written by Terri Gleich/Kitsap Sun
It’s 10 a.m. on a Monday and student chefs in the Odin Inn kitchen are baking
ciabatta bread, grating carrots for salads and marinating salmon for the
smoker. . .It’s all part of North Kitsap high School’s culinary arts program,
which operates a self-sustaining public restaurant for weekday lunches and
has added a farm-to-table component that is transforming . . . continue
reading
New Poulsbo Website and Community Calendar
Written PRWEB
The Poulsbo marketing Coalition announced today the launch of Poulsbo’s
tourism and community website, http://www.VisitPoulsbo.com. The fullfeatured wesite is optimized for mobile users and has extensive content about
Poulsbo area businesses, attractions, and events . . . continue reading
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